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ABSTRACT 

In this article, we examine the ways in which the encountering of 'other' food cultures is played out 

in the two travelogue cooking shows Gordon's Great Escape and Jamie's Italian Escape.  

We investigate how the two protagonist chefs Jamie Oliver and Gordon Ramsay imagine, meet and 

evaluate the ‘other’ food cultures in these programs, paying special attention to how the encounter 

with the local Indian and Italian is imagined to be a gateway to an authentic and/or primitive 

experience.  

Our main argument is that despite Jamie and Gordon's ‘noble’ intentions and their ‘enlightened’ 

cosmopolitan approach to meeting the other (culinary culture), ultimately, their respective culinary 

adventures work to re-affirm a social hierarchy in their favor. 
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‘You know what? I should have been Italian. The truth is, when I’m in Italy I feel Italian.’  

Jamie Oliver 

 

‘I love Britain’s favourite food: Indian.’  

Gordon Ramsey 

 

Intro: Travelogue Cooking Shows and ‘Other’ Food Cultures 

In the 1980s, the British TV-chef Keith Floyd became ‘a pioneer of modern food television’ when 

‘he famously took the cameras out of the kitchen studio and into whichever exotic location he 

(iconic wine glass in hand) happened to be cooking in’ (Rousseau 2012: xvi). Being the first 

examples of a cooking show that also involved travelling - the travelogue cooking show, as we term 

this genre – Floyd’s programs carved out a new genre in television entertainment by opening up for 

the possibility of having on-site encounters with ‘foreign’ cuisines; instead of merely hearing stories 

about foreign food cultures, the chef and the viewer could actually meet these food cultures in their 

natural habitat. 

 In this article, we want to consider how the travelogue cooking show ties into a more 

general debate on western appropriation of ‘other’ (non-white and more ‘primitive’) culinary 

cultures. This debate has become an important issue in both academic and popular food discourses 

following the increased globalization of food (Ingris & Gimlin 2009; Ray & Shinivas 2012). In this 

debate, several scholars have stressed that the white appropriation of ‘other’ foods and cultures is 

essentially a process of commodification of ‘the other’ in which ‘ethnicity becomes spice, seasoning 

that can liven up the dull dish that is white mainstream culture.’(Hooks 1992: 21). A more nuanced 

view is presented by sociologists Josée Johnston and Shyon Baumann in their analyses of exoticism 

in foodie discourses. They accentuate that ‘it builds on and reproduces certain neo-colonial 

inequalities, at the same time it represents a cosmopolitan interest in broadening the culinary canon 

and forming intercultural connections’ (Johnston & Baumann 2010: 98). The same ambivalence is 

expressed in philosopher and self-proclaimed food adventurer Lisa Heldke’s self-reflective book 

Exotic appetite: The Rumination of a Food Adventurer, a book motivated by the author’s 

discomfort over her desire to ‘own’ an experience of ‘an Exotic other’ to gain social status (Heldke 

2003: xvi). Through self-analysis and discussions of other food adventurers’ ‘othering’, she 

proposes ways of resisting this apparent colonial attitude, and insists that ‘self-questioning can work 
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to challenge the hierarchical dichotomy that separates knowing, powerful subject from known, 

subordinate object, and that serves as one of the defining elements of the colonizers attitudes’ (Ibid. 

171).   

In relation to this debate, it’s arguable that Floyd through his culinary encounters 

broadened the Western canon by presenting new food cultures to the British public. However, he 

also maintained a position of superiority to the culture he was visiting, and remained completely 

uninterested in bridging any equality gaps between himself and his local encounters. This was 

underlined by a series of distinctive signs of western élite culture from his ever-present wine glass 

to his white dress shirt and neck tie, all working to emphasize a clear distance between him and the 

locals.  

Since Floyd, many – particularly male presenters – have offered up their own take on 

the travelogue cooking show genre. In this article, we want to examine two post-Floyd travelogue 

cooking show and ask ourselves how these approach the encounter with the ‘other’ culinary culture, 

paying special attention to whether they reproduce a neo-colonial mindset or manage to use the 

genre and food as a platform for ‘intercultural connection’ and exchanges - and thereby create a 

platform for subversion of a binary ‘old world’/’new world’ power structure.  

Our object of inquiry will be the first out of three seasons of Gordon Ramsey’s Great 

Escape (2010)2, where the famous Michelin chef goes to India to learn to cook ‘authentic’ Indian 

dishes, and the single season of Jamie’s Italian Escape (2005)3, in which we follow a depressed 

Jamie Oliver as he explores various regions of Italy in order to regain his passion for food and life 

in general. Gordon and Jamie share with Floyd a fascination and pursuit of exotic cuisines. 

However, these two programs are particularly interesting in that Ramsay and Oliver, unlike Floyd, 

state an explicit wish to immerse themselves into the ‘exotic’ culinary cultures they explore. We 

have chosen these programs exactly because of this desire for immersion and attribution of value to 

the ‘other’ culinary culture; values that, as they both explain in their respective shows, have been 

lost in their own culture.  

As such, this article examines the ways in which the encountering of ‘other’ food 

cultures are played out in Gordon’s Great Escape and Jamie’s Italian Escape and how the two 

chefs imagine, meet and evaluate their culinary encounter. We approach our two cases from the 

perspective of critical cultural studies, and we are throughout our analysis theoretically inspired by 

                                                 
2 The show was aired on Channel 4 (2010). The first season is in three episodes. 
3 The show was aired on Channel 4 (2005). The first season was in six episodes. 
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postcolonial reading strategies and theories, particularly the concept of stranger fetishism proposed 

in Ahmed (2000). Indeed, although the debate on western appropriation of ‘other’ food culture is far 

from new, this article aims to add new insights by firstly reframing the debate to discuss its central 

issues in relation to the travelogue cooking show, and secondly by introducing a new concept - 

stranger fetishism - into the debate. 

 

The Travelogue Cooking Show as a Strange Encounter 

In our theoretical framework, we draw on a tradition of postcolonial studies founded most notably 

by Edwards Said’s Orientalism in the late 1970s and reworked by Homi K. Bhabha twenty years 

later in his The Location of Culture (1991). Where Said focused specifically on the language of 

colonialism, and laid the groundwork for an understanding of how discursive structures have 

historically worked to create an ‘Occidental’ notion of the ‘Orient’ marked by both fascination and 

unapologetic racism, Bhabha further developed Said’s work within a conceptual framework 

inspired by psychoanalysis. However, because both Said and Bhabha had (colonial) discourse and 

language as their main object of enquiry, neither devoted serious thought to a conceptualization of 

the body and how the meeting of bodies can effect or plays into colonial/postcolonial power 

structures. The bodily encounter is a crucial point to our analysis, as much of the interaction 

between Jamie and Gordon and their new locations or hosts is exactly body-based or acted out with 

the body – both because of language barriers, but also because of a conviction repeatedly voiced by 

both Jamie and Gordon that food, eating and cooking (physical rather than spoken acts) constitute a 

universal ‘language’ that enables cross-cultural communication.  

 Feminist scholar Sara Ahmed’s work on the strange encounter (2000), however, 

builds on the foundation laid by Bhabha and Said to also include this central point of the embodied 

experience of a cross-cultural encounter. By situating her analysis of the strange encounter at the 

intersection of postcolonial- and feminist affect studies, she updates Said and Bhabha’s work and 

provides our analysis with its main theoretical concept. Crucially, Ahmed’s ‘strange encounter’ 

both as a methodology and an analytical tool enquires into how ‘contemporary nodes of proximity 

reopen prior histories of encounter’ (Ahmed 2000: 13). This means that it critically lingers on how 

discourses of the past – especially colonial discourses – pop up again and again in our current 

interaction and way of meeting other people, especially the people who are somehow unlike us – 
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those who are, in Ahmeds terminology, strangers.4 Ahmed stresses the centrality of looking at 

precisely the encounter – the meeting between people – in any analysis that seeks to unpack 

interpersonal power-relations and social hierarchies by pointing to how ‘identity does not simple 

happen in the privatized realm of the subject’s relation to itself. Rather, in daily meetings with 

others, subjects are perpetually reconstituted; the work of identity formation in never over, but can 

be understood as the sliding across of subjects in their meetings with others’ (Ibid. 7) Indeed, as 

both Gordon’s Great Escape and Jamie’s Great Italian Escape pivot on the meeting of a strange 

culture filled with strangers, the way the two protagonists imagine, meet and evaluate their 

respective locations and locals must be understood through precisely the meeting and interaction 

with these.  

Finally, Ahmed also introduces the concept of ‘stranger fetishism’, which will be key 

in our analysis. Ahmed’s conceptualization of stranger fetishism is rooted in a reading together of 

the classic Marxist model of commodity fetishism and material power relations and Freud’s 

psychoanalytical model for fetishism. On the basis of this, Ahmed understands stranger fetishism as 

a process that ‘involves not only the displacement of social relations onto an object, but the 

transformation of fantasies into figures’ (Ibid. 5), effectively leading to the cutting off these figures 

(here, people that are considered strangers) ‘from the social and material relations with over-

determine their existence, and the consequent perception that such figures have a ‘life of their 

own’.’ (ibid., emphasis added). In simpler terms, this means that in stranger fetishism, once 

someone is recognized as a stranger, they undergo a process of a sort of de-individualism so that 

they are conceived ‘only as having effects, rather than as an effect in itself’ (Ibid.) - the concept of 

stranger fetishism thus identifies how the colonial centre depicts the strange ‘other’ as static, 

without agency, existing only to be discovered. When we are looking at whether Gordon or Jamie 

are reproducing or subverting a neo-colonial Floyd-inspired mind set wherein the exotic ‘other’ 

(stranger) serves as a prop in the self-realisation of the White man, this concept of stranger 

fetishism becomes an especially helpful analytical tool, as it provides a framework to evaluate the 

process and the result of the encounter between the two programs’ protagonists and the people they 

meet.  

 

                                                 
4 Ahmed uses the term ‘stranger’ where other postcolonial-inspired writing has typically used the term ‘other’. As we 

are employing Ahmed’s framework of the strange encounter so centrally, we will in this article adopt her terminology 

and also use ‘stranger’ in the place of ‘other’.  
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Getting There as Men and Getting Near Authenticity  

Two narrative elements dominate both Jamie and Gordon’s Great Escapes: the journey to and 

travelling around in Italy and India, and the meetings with the people in these countries - the 

encounter with the strange location and the encounter with the strange local. To reflect this - and 

inspired by Ahmed’s idea that ‘it is the very gesture of getting closer to ‘strangers’ that allows the 

figure [of the stranger] to take its shape’ (Ahmed 2000: 4) we have divided our analysis of the two 

programs into two parts: Getting There and Getting Near. In our first section, Getting There, an 

analysis of the journey and travelling around in Italy and India focusing on modes of transportations 

and their narrative functions is given. Then, in Getting Near, we will analyze the encounter between 

Jamie and Gordon and the locals of these countries, focusing on what kinds of power dynamics are 

evident in the meeting between celebrity chef and native cook, and how our protagonists evaluate 

these encounters. Contrary to Ahmed we do not focus on how ‘darker’ stranger becomes ‘strange’ 

in ‘white’ cultures; we focus on how the ‘darker’, authentic subjects in the travelogue cooking show 

are framed as ‘strange’ by the white host. 

However, before we begin, a short note on ‘authenticity’ and the cooking show as a 

masculine genre. As noted in Heldke’s critique of the food adventurer (Heldke 2003; 2005), in 

culinary travels the exotic stranger is often thought to represent authenticity. In our reading, we do 

not understand authenticity as something that actually exists, but rather as something ‘we invent’ 

(Rachel Lauden quoted in Hudgins 2006: 238) and ‘as both socially constructed and relational’ 

(Johnston and Baumann 2010: 7) 5As such, authenticity here has to do with the ways in which 

Jamie and Gordon project ideas of authenticity on the territories, foods and people. In both Jamie’s 

Italian Escape and Gordon’s Great Escape, a central quality of authenticity is ‘its distance from the 

complexities of life in advanced industrialized societies’ (Ibid. 85) as they are both precisely 

escaping their modern homelands. Indeed, both shows reflect how ‘the desire for authenticity 

                                                 
5 As noted by Johnston and Baumann 2010, exoticism and authenticity are central elements in contemporary foodie 

discourse and are markers of high status here. However, Johnston and Baumann also stress that although they are often 

mentioned in the same sentence, exoticism and authenticity are not always synonymous. For instance, mass-produced 

Chinese fish sauce might be conceived to be inauthentic while still being exotic, whereas handmade Vietnamese fish 

sauce from a very specific territory and produced in small scale is both authentic and exotic (98-99). However, both 

Gordon and Jamie use ‘exotic’ and ‘authentic’ interchangeably, although they both favor use of ‘authentic’ when 

enthusiastically describing their encounters. As such, to be able to unpack these programs, we will use the words 

‘authentic’ and ‘exotic’ in the same way as Gordon and Jamie, knowing that their use is perhaps not as nuanced or 

sophisticated as Johnston and Baumann. 
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occupies a central position in contemporary [Western] culture’ (Fine 2003: 153) precisely because it 

is thought of as a liberating ‘counterspace’ modern life.  

Finally, it should be noted that both shows have a male presenter, which seems to be a trend 

within the genre.6 It seems arguable to consider the travelogue cooking show a ‘traditionally 

masculine in its dynamic journey through the public sphere’ in opposition to how cooking set in the 

privates sphere has traditionally been associated with women (Strange 1999: 305). As we will see in 

the analysis of the two shows in question, much of the encounter with authenticity is an encounter 

between men, notably between the white male presenters and ‘other’ men.  

 

Getting There 

As the title of the programs indicates, Jamie and Gordon are both – in their own words – escaping. 

Escaping from a hectic celebrity-chef life in London to destinations where they are relatively less 

known, certainly places where they would be less haunted by the paparazzi – a fact that especially 

Jamie (who indeed has been a tabloid staple for the better part of the last decade) expresses relief 

over. By leaving their well-chronicled lives in the UK behind and going to these new destinations, 

both Gordon and Jamie are left free to take on new identities as adventurers. But what kinds of 

adventure are the adventurers Jamie and Gordon seeking – and why?  

In the intros to the programs, both Gordon and Jamie express a longing; they are missing 

something in their current lives that they hope, even expect, that their escapes will provide them 

with. Jamie and Gordon each verbalize this longing as a desire to distance themselves from their 

very modern cosmopolitan lives; as we shall see, they each – albeit in different ways - express a 

wish to get ‘back to basics’, and view their chosen destinations as spaces which enable this. As 

such, the stranger and the strange encounter is here ‘a source for fascination and desire’ that enables 

the non-stranger ‘to transcend the very limits and frailties’ of his own figure (Ahmed 2000: 2). 

In this section, we will focus on the motivations behind going on these great escapes and 

how these play and/or manifest themselves into the concrete realities of ways Jamie and Gordon get 

to and not least get around India and Italy. In this analysis, we will highlight how the motivations 

Jamie and Gordon have for going into their great escapes are characterized by a set of pre-defined 

expectations as to how India and Italy will fulfil their longing for an – in their own words – 

                                                 
6 There are exceptions to this tendency. For instance, Rachel Ray had a travelogue cooking show for several seasons on 

the Food Network called Tasty Travels. Also, the French food journalist Julie Andrieu has also hosted several 

travelogue shows, such as Julie autour du monde (2003) and Fourchette & Sac à Dos (2007).  
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‘authentic’ experience. To unpack these expectations and their consequences, we will use Ahmed’s 

conceptualization of the strange encounter – here lifting the concept from Ahmed’s focus on strictly 

the person-to-person encounter to apply to inanimate objects and locations also – as an analytical 

framework. This will help us shed light on not only Jamie and Gordon’s reasons for going and their 

reaction to the obstacles they face on their travels, but also – importantly - to uncover how India and 

Italy are also in fact made strange by Jamie and Gordon in subtle ways throughout the programs. 

Before we embark on this analysis, a note concerning locations and our theoretical 

framework is in order. As the attentive reader may have detected, Italy was never a colony. So how 

can we justify using a postcolonial-inspired framework such as Ahmed’s when working with 

Jamie’s Italian Escape? As Davide Girardelli (2004) argues, Italy, despite it being located in 

Europe, inhabits a space somehow located between the Old and New World in popular ‘Northern’ 

imagination, not least due to the mythologization of the country’s culinary culture: ‘With the myth 

of Italian food, it is possible to observe a complex interplay between exoticism and identification. 

(…) Italy is depicted as a place inhabited by huge and fertile families, a country that is ‘frozen’ in a 

rural preindustrial reality’ (320 - 321). It is this shared fetish of the pre-historical qualities of Italy 

and the traditional colony - the conception that ‘their great moments are in the past’ (Said 1978: 35) 

that drives our analysis of Italy within a postcolonial framework. 

Seeking the Lost ‘Authentic’ in Italy and India 

Jamie’s Italian Escape is a part of an on-going narrative about Jamie Oliver that started in his first 

show The Naked Chef. In this show, we follow the young Jamie Oliver as he demonstrates how 

cooking can be integrated into a hip, urban lifestyle. As Cultural Studies Scholar Joanne Hollows 

points out, Jamie plays on a certain Italian expression in both his identity performance and in his 

cooking style. This functions to distinguish him and his cuisine from a ‘posh’ French tradition of 

home cooking associated with a snobbish and bourgeois lifestyle, as Jamie works against the ‘old’, 

‘Francophile’ tradition by instead adopting a ‘less formal and more ‘rustic’ [Italian] tradition’ 

(Hollows 2003). By praising simple but flavorsome Italian food ‘that you can through in the middle 

of the table and just let people tuck in’, Jamie also cultivates the informal commensality associated 

with Italian cooking in northern European mythology. Indeed, Jamie’s appropriation of elements of 

a mythologized Italian identity has been central to his image from the very start of his career.   

In the Escape, we meet Jamie Oliver in his very late twenties: he is married, father of two 

and in charge of his own growing food empire. Exhausted by all his projects, , he decides to 

‘escape’ from his demanding London life and go to Italy for the summer of his 30th birthday in 
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order to regain his passion for food and life in general, in the hopes that he can come back as a 

‘better father, better boss, and a better husband’. Thus, despite the fact that Jamie ‘has it all’ (career, 

children, house, devoted wife, lots of money, fame etc.), he seems to have some trouble adapting to 

his new ‘mature’ roles as father and boss - roles that contrasts greatly with his identity as The Naked 

Chef, which was anchored around a more ‘laddish’ kind of masculinity seeking ‘a space of fun, 

consumption and sexual freedom for men, unfettered by adult male responsibilities’ (Gill 2003: 47).  

In an interview in the opening sequence Jamie’s wife Jools expresses a great understanding 

of his frustration. She supports his need to live out his boyhood dream of going to Italy to cook - 

which also means leaving her alone with two children for months - hoping ‘that he’ll come home 

happier’. Both Jamie and Jools think that Jamie can regain his positive attitude towards life by 

going to Italy. In this way, the series constructs the Italian way of living and cooking as a ‘simpler’ 

way of being in which people do not have the same problems as in the Northern European 

countries.  

In Gordon’s Great Escape, the inner life of Gordon Ramsay and his reasoning behind 

escaping is made far less explicit. Indeed, it is only in the intro of the first episode that the viewer is 

told that the reason Gordon is escaping is that he has had a ‘pretty shitty’ preceding 12 months, and 

that he wants to ‘get back to what I’m good at doing, I want to cook’. Gordon repeatedly stresses 

that the most important reason that he is escaping is that he wants to learn how to make the 

‘authentic’ versions of the Indian dishes that Brits have so embraced – unlike Jamie, it seems that 

Gordon is more motivated by the pull than the push of his coming travels. This theme is continued 

throughout the season’s three episodes, where we very rarely hear about and never see Ramsay’s 

family back home in London. However, at the time of the airing of Gordon’s Great Escape, the 

financial troubles that had marked what must indeed have been a ‘pretty shitty’ year for Ramsay 

had been widely publicized in the British press (for example, in Garfield 2010), and would thus 

have been a kind of real-life meta-narrative that implicitly accompanied the TV-show.  

Confessing that he is ‘no expert’ on cooking the Indian dishes that he ‘loves’, Gordon states 

that his prime motivation for going to India is to learn how ‘curry house classics should be made’. 

This is a quite intriguing change of pace for the Ramsay that is otherwise primarily known for his 

fiery temper and aggressive style of management (Nilsson 2012) and for being an über-macho style 

sharp-tonged expert in all things cooking and/or restaurant related. Quite uncharacteristically, 

Ramsay thus starts off his culinary adventure in a state of submission. The wish to educate himself 

within specifically Indian cuisine also represents something of a leap food-genre-wise for Ramsay, 
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seeing as he has gained his fame and recognition for more posh, gourmet-oriented, typically French-

inspired cooking. Rather than refining or updating his area of expertize like Jamie Oliver, Gordon 

Ramsay is in his great escape seeking out an entirely new field. Indeed, although Jamie and 

Gordon’s starting points or motivations for escaping may vary, and the reasoning behind leaving in 

the first place is more explicated in Jamie’s case, the two highly profiled cosmopolitan chefs share a 

common desire of an encounter with what they envision as the ‘authentic’; while Gordon’s 

eagerness to get ‘back to basics’ is channeled into his desire to learn more about ‘authentic’ Indian 

cooking, Jamie openly longs for the ‘authentic’, simple, traditional Italian lifestyle (which is, of 

course, enacted through cooking).  

On the Road with Jamie’s Volkswagen Van 

A central trope in this authentic adventure is the journey - the act of getting there at all - and not 

least the discomfort of this journey and the obstacles they face along the way. For his escape, Jamie 

has decided to travel in his 1956 Volkswagen Camper. Choosing a 50-year-old van instead of taking 

a flight the 2000 miles to Sicily is of course a symbolic action, and the van could be read as an 

allegory of the identity project that the travel constitutes. Jamie is distancing himself – both in time 

and space - from his comfortable modern way of life. This journey is neither easy nor comfortable, 

as Jamie also renounces the comforts of hotels and sleeps on the floor of the van. Essentially, the 

Volkswagen Camper symbolize the liberation from and refusal of the mundane life and its 

materialism in the same way the van did for the hippie counter culture in the sixties (Burnett 92 -

130). Jamie is clearly playing on the van’s legacy as a hippie lifestyle accessory, but where it often 

was a space for social gathering and collective excursions in the hippie era, in the Escape, the van 

functions much more as a private space for self-discovery.  

Furthermore, the van repeatedly serves as a confession box where Jamie discloses his 

personal thoughts to the camera; for instance, in an episode in La Marche, after having cooked a 

dinner for a few locals who did not like his cooking because they did not find it respected their 

culinary traditions, Jamie expresses his disappointment to the camera in the van just before going to 

bed. In an example such as this, the van becomes a free space that brings him out of Italy and 

enables him to evaluate – and hence to distance himself from – the Italian culture. As such, the van 

has a double function in Jamie’s Escape as it distances Jamie from both British and Italian culture. 

 However, the romance between the van and Jamie doesn’t last. The final episode 

opens with the van finally giving in, and the crash of the van announces not only the beginning of 

the end of his escape, but also the beginning of the end of Jamie’s fascination of Italians and their 
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food culture. Hereafter, he increasingly emphasizes Italian supposed narrow-mindedness and the 

downsides to the traditional way of Italian life. Jamie is particularly disappointed by the fact that 

Italians aren’t adventurous and prefer their food like their mama prepared it. So, when reflecting 

upon his newfound discovery that British people are apparently more adventurous in their culinary 

habits than Italians, Jamie concludes in the final episode ‘if anything, the travel has made me 

appreciate Britons.’  

 Gordon – a Series of Strange and Uncomfortable Encounters 

In Gordon’s Great Escape, Gordon battles with not one, but many modes of transportation 

throughout his travels. He jumps from vehicle to vehicle, rarely sticking with one more than a single 

stretch of a given journey. The many different forms of transportation Gordon uses – from 

motorcycles to cars to bicycles to boats – all share the common traits of being uncomfortable, 

challenging and somehow becoming less functional or even dysfunctional in the meeting with 

Ramsay. When Gordon meets these objects, his body is forced to bend and stretch in ways that are 

obviously unaccustomed to him, and these scenes thus showcase a very physical and visual 

manifestation of how he is a ‘fish out of water’ and the discomfort associated with this.  

A poignant example of this is seen in episode two, where he first must endure a two hour 

forty five minute long drive to a remote village in a car with no breaks and – apparently to his 

surprise – bumpy roads, as ‘motorways just don’t exist here’. Ramsay has ‘never been to such 

remote areas of any part of the world like this’ and is visibly ill by the end of the ride. This visit to 

the remote tribe is followed by a visit to the island of Majuli, where he meets a local chef. Here, 

Ramsay is first given an inappropriately sized bicycle with (again) non-working brakes to ride, and 

upon arrival to the place where the two are to go fishing, we see that he is too heavy to go in the 

boat that is to take them fishing – he tries and literally sinks the boat. However, against what has 

been portrayed as all odds, Ramsay ends up getting from a to b on the bicycle, although he rides it 

unsteadily and complainingly, and is, in spite of him sinking the boat, in the end not prevented from 

getting his fish; Ramsay and the local chef simply go to the market and buy them instead of 

catching them themselves. Ramsay thus comes out on top – he overcomes the defects of the car and 

the bicycle and the boat trip was apparently not a necessity for getting food, but merely an 

additional adventure at Ramsay’s disposal; the sinking of the boat becomes a bump in the road 

rather than something that stops Ramsay from achieving his desired goal.  

In these programs, Ramsay’s encounters with defunct transportation always end with him 

having overcome or overpowered the obstacles these presented. Not only do Gordon’s strange 
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encounters with vehicles act as important narrative structures in the Great Escape that give Gordon 

a series of inanimate antagonists that the audience can root for him to win over, these sequences 

also work to confirm his own expectations of India as a space where you can get ‘back-to-basics’ - 

without consequences. The use of the overcoming of travel/vehicle-related obstacles in a ‘pre-

modern’ space as a central narrative structure is notable not least on account of how it ‘reopen[s] 

prior histories of encounter’ (Ahmed 2000: 13) by how it recalls a genre which enjoyed great 

popularity far before the travelogue cooking show: the mid-nineteenth description of colonial travel 

and exploration. In these descriptions, which at the time were often best sellers, ‘the itinerary itself 

becomes the occasion for a narrative of success, in which travel is a triumph in its own right. What 

are conquered are destinations, not kingdoms; what are overcome are not military challenges, but 

logistical ones. The travelers struggle in unequal battle against scarcity, inefficiency, laziness, 

discomfort, poor horses, bad roads, bad weather, delays.’ (Pratt 1992: 148). The act of travelling 

itself is significant in narratives of colonial exploration and conquest as the overcoming of the 

difficulties travelling may present becomes a metaphor for the colonial mission more overall – the 

journey ‘allegoriz[es] the lust for progress’ (Ibid. 148). The parallel is clear: Ramsay’s discomfort 

in the initial meeting with his many kinds of transportation is a central part of the narrative of how 

India is indeed a strange – foreign and unwelcoming, grueling even – place, which he then 

eventually overcomes to reach his respective goals. The story of the means of transportation thus 

ultimately becomes a key aspect of the story of India, and, not least, of Gordon’s personal progress 

and eventual success here.  

 Indeed, the use of transportation in both programs can, rather than simply being a 

facilitator of the encounter, be read as a marker of the individuality of Jamie and Gordon. In the 

case of Jamie, the van serves to continuously underline that it is Jamie’s Italy and Jamie’s escape 

we witness in the show in that the discovery of Italy must go through his identity crisis and his pre-

constructed version of what Italy is. In Gordon’s Great Escape, the ‘local’ transportation serves to 

underline Gordon’s corporeal largesse and how he is strong enough to overcome the challenges that 

the primitivism of the transportation poses. As such, the difficulties of getting to and around have 

not so much to do with the specific modes of transportation themselves as about how India and Italy 

‘function to establish and define the boundaries of who ‘we’ are’ (Ahmed 2000: 3), that is, how 

these strange locations and strange vehicles act as elements to which Jamie and Gordon can position 

themselves against. The vehicles serve throughout both programs to make Italy and India strange, 

and to reinforce both Jamie and Gordon’s ideas of Italy and India as places where you can travel 
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back in time to a more traditional, pre-industrial place. This making strange also sets the scene for 

the next step in the journey – having now established the location as strange, Jamie and Gordon are 

ready to meet the locals that inhabit this strange place – locals that Jamie and Gordon will depend 

on to introduce them to Italian and India culture. Here, however, Jamie and Gordon’s power to 

establish and define the strange encounter becomes less straightforward.  

 

Getting Near:  

In both Jamie and Gordon’s escapes, once the getting there is over, the getting near to the stranger 

begins. Here, the bodily aspect of the encounter is again central; in their interactions with the people 

of India and Italy, it is repeatedly highlighted that neither Jamie nor Gordon speak the local 

languages, but they are nevertheless able to communicate with the local people through the 

language of food and cooking – an embodied language based on intuition, sensual expressions, and 

emotional reactions. However, importantly, Gordon and Jamie translate their interaction with the 

local strangers to the viewers of the programs verbally to the camera. In this translation, Jamie and 

Gordon are positioned as authoritative voices, mediators, and evaluators of their Indian and Italian 

encounters. These evaluations are characterized by being marked by either excitement or 

disappointment according to how they live up to the mythologies of India and Italy as described 

above. In this section, we will unpack the evaluations that take place both within the bodily 

encounter and in the verbal translation of these encounters. We analyze how and why certain 

encounters provoke excitement while others provoke disappointment – and what consequences this 

has. Here, we will use stranger fetishism - the process wherein the stranger is conceptualized ‘only 

as having effects, rather than as an effect in itself’ (Ahmed 2000: 5) – as an analytical framework to 

understand the complexities of Gordon and Jamie’s reactions to and evaluations of the strangers 

they meet.  

Gordon: Desiring the Pre-modern Stranger  

From the very beginning, Gordon stresses that he has embarked on this great escape in order to 

learn how ‘curry house classics should be made’; to gain knowledge of how to prepare ‘the real 

thing’, as he calls it. Although this ambition at first glance seems to lean on an ideal of learning and 

open-mindedness, based on the reactions Gordon has to his teachers in this ambition, it nevertheless 

eventually becomes evident that he has very clear preconceived ideas and ideals of what the ‘real 

thing’ actually is. Interestingly, these preconceived ideas and ideals seem not to be based as much 

on the food as on the person preparing the food; depending on the demeanor of the person and their 
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interactions with him, Gordon’s reactions to the food being prepared shift between ambivalent, 

anxious disappointment and unabashed excitement. In the following, we will attempt to deconstruct 

the cause and consequences of these reactions via two concrete examples of Gordon’s encounters 

with local chefs.   

In episode 1, Gordon is unambiguously excited to have encountered a chef who is capable of 

producing ‘delicious, authentic and amazing’ Indian food – a man who according to Gordon has 

earned a reputation as ‘king of korma’ in the UK. In this scene, Gordon visits the chef and his son 

Irfan, who also acts as Gordon’s interpreter, in order to help them cook for a wedding taking place 

the same day. Gordon’s excitement for the chef and the food blend together in wild enthusiasm for 

both the process of cooking and the end product. The ‘authentic and amazing’ food and chef are 

both characterized by being marked by a certain extent or sense of exotic pre-modernity; the food is 

made from scratch, prepared outside and cooked over fire rather than in an industrial kitchen 

(despite having to serve 1100 guests), the rice is not boiled, but sealed and steamed using a special 

technique, and the heads of the goats they are using in their biryani are left on both during cooking 

and serving – all in all, the food is ‘completely unknown’ to Ramsay. The chef is hailed as a 

mysteriously old master of Indian cuisine and does not, as Gordon himself enthusiastically remarks, 

‘speak a word of English’; here is thus a stranger who embodies a kind of pre-modern, pre-western 

strangeness, and who is, as a result, apparently able to produce truly ‘authentic and amazing’ food. 

Gordon’s last words to the camera describes the end product as ‘food from the heart, soul and 

passion and historic. It’s given me a lot of inspiration. That was amazing’. For Gordon, the historic 

aspect of the chef and the food are thus key factors in his excitement; in this encounter, achieving 

this state of excitement, then, is crucially linked to ‘the impression of temporal distance between 

viewing subjects (…) and consumable objects’ (Taylor 9) - ideal Indian cooking is here for Ramsay 

related to going back in time.  

Importantly, Ramsay remarks that the Indian chef ‘made me feel like a chef’ rather than a 

‘spare prick at a wedding’ after just 10 minutes of cooking together - so, despite cooking with an 

expert in a field that is self-confessed completely unknown to him, Ramsay’s authority is never 

challenged, a fact that apparently pleases Ramsay very much indeed.  

In contrast to this, there seems to be a coalition between situations wherein Ramsay’s 

authority is in fact challenged and scenarios that he finds disappointing or somehow inadequate. 

When Gordon cooks with Bozo the Rajasthan prince in episode one, he does not make him feel like 

a chef – Bozo will only let Gordon do ‘the shittys bits’, and Gordon jokes that Bozo considers him 
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‘good below stairs material’. The cooking we see Gordon doing here (mixing spices and smearing 

meat with them, putting the meat in the ditch where it is to be cooked) is not significantly different 

from the cooking we see him doing at the wedding, but with Bozo, Gordon has encountered a man 

who speaks perfect English, who dresses in recognizably (crispy, clean, white) Western clothes and 

who unapologetically lives a life of privilege. Although Gordon does eventually praise the meal that 

he and Bozo produced, he is much less enthusiastic, and begrudgingly comments that he did not 

think it would turn out to be as tasty as it did. In the end, Gordon, referencing to the traditional 

method of cooking the meat in the desert, makes a toast ‘to tradition’ with the conclusion that ‘if 

there’s one thing I’ve learnt tonight (…) it’s sticking to tradition’, but no praise about the 

authenticity or amazingness of it all is made.  

True ‘authentic and amazing’ Indian cooking for Gordon has thus not only to do with the 

food, but also the perceived simplicity, and ‘otherness’ of the people making the food, and, not 

least, his relation to the stranger. For a strange culinary encounter to be satisfying, the strange food 

must be produced by the right kind of stranger – Gordon desires a specific kind of strangeness that 

can only be fulfilled if the stranger himself fully embodies it. Whereas Bozo is the stranger that ‘has 

already come too close (…) is ‘in your face’’, the King of Korma is the kind of stranger that 

‘remain[s] at the service of a white, masculine store of (self)-discovery. Rather than being 

annihilated as a threat, they become incorporated to what is lacking in his self’ (Ahmed 2000: 123). 

Bozo’s modernity and recognizable Westerness disturbs the temporal distance between Gordon as 

the (modern) viewing subject and India as the consumable (historic) object because Bozo has 

betrayed the imperative for him to be authentically (that is, historic) Indian. Instead, he is exposed 

as a kind of disturbing mimic man whose body is a little too unstrange to be strange – ‘a subject of a 

difference who is almost the same, but not quite’ (Bhabha 1994: 122) - thus tainting Gordon’s 

experience and preventing it from being truly pleasurable (despite the food eaten in this scene is 

based on a recipe that is, according to Bozo, over 300 years old - a fact Gordon must in the end 

ambivalently accept lives up to his ideas of tradition and, thereby, a certain extent of authenticity).  

 

Jamie: When in Italy, I Feel Italian 

Like in Gordon’s Great Escape, Jamie’s reactions to the Italians he meets are marked by a binary 

either/or distinction between excitement and disappointment, with the people cooking the food 

again being the deceive factor in how encounters are evaluated.   

Jamie’s most exciting experience of ‘real’ Italian cooking takes place in the second episode 
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of the show, where Jamie travels to the island of Marettimo – an island described as being ‘almost 

in Africa’. As his boat arrives, Jamie tells the camera that the captain said he was ‘mad to go there’ 

because ‘no tourist ever comes here’. Indeed, we already at this point get the impression that Jamie 

has gone as far as he can spatially go in his hunt for Italian ‘authenticity’, which is linked to a sense 

of distance from Jamie’s life in Great Britain. The purpose of the journey is to visit and cook with 

the self-taught chef Giovanni who owns a highly estimated fish restaurant on the isolated island. 

The island has no shops; so Giovanni has to improvise a new menu every day on the basis of the 

fish landed that day and the vegetables in season. Jamie is very impressed with Giovanni’s cooking 

style, which is exactly the ‘authentic’ cooking Jamie hoped to find during his trip to Italy: 

‘What’s more natural than that man waiting to see what comes in that door [the kitchen 

door], if he gets it, he gets it, if he doesn’t, he doesn’t. In London there’s a lot of chefs 

who can cook really well. But they are like robots; they got no heart, no soul. This man, 

he’s like a man of the earth. He’ll make a new menu every day. To do that you have to 

be a cook, not a chef, but a proper cook.’ 

In this quote Jamie distinguishes between the ‘natural’ way of cooking that Giovanni embodies 

versus the ‘unnatural’ and ‘robotic’ way of the chefs in London. The latter might have better skills 

in the kitchen, but they have lost the connection to their environment. Giovanni, however, is closely 

connected to the earth on which he lives. This seems to be the main reason why Giovanni’s ‘proper 

cooking’ is driven by ‘humor, fantasy, and dedication’ and that this encounter becomes the climax 

of excitement in Jamie’s exploration of Italian cooking  

Jamie is excited not only by Giovanni’s way of cooking, but also by his lifestyle: his daily 

partying and drinking as well as his physical humor and his corporal communication with Jamie 

through hugs and slapstick situations, for instance when he tries to throw Jamie overboard a fishing 

boat. Unlike Jamie, Giovanni has achieved balance between his work as a chef and his family life, 

exemplified by how his daughter works with him in the restaurant. This balance is something that 

Jamie was missing in his stressful life in London, and during his stay at Marettimo, Jamie 

experiences and verbalizes this unproblematic synergy. After a week in Giovanni’s company, 

however, – and a break from his exhausting everyday life packed with burdens (kids, wife, business 

– burdens that apparently do not exist on the island), Jamie must move on to his next Italian 

destination.  

Next stop on his Giro d’Italia is a visit to a family in la Marche. Where the Giovanni 

experience was centered on a liberated way of living, the Marche experience focuses on the life of a 
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family living together across generations in the countryside. In this family, several generations 

appear to be living harmoniously together following an old peasant tradition that has been destroyed 

in England by the urbanization and industrialization of agriculture. Jamie is symbolically initiated in 

this tradition of ‘living of the land’ when he is invited to slaughter one of the family’s lambs. As he 

explains to the camera after the deed is done, this ritual has made Jamie feel closer to this pre-

modern (food) culture and the strangers living in it: ‘To do that today was pretty emotional and 

pretty hard-core, but you know to be honest, as a chef who has cook two thousands sheep is only 

fair you kill one, otherwise you’re just a fake.’ Here, Jamie asserts that his deed has made him more 

‘authentic’ and less ‘fake’ than the heartless and soulless robot chefs back in London.  

So, in his cooking with Giovanni and in his initiation in living of the land in La Marche, 

Jamie acquires - according to himself - some of the ‘authenticity’ that he came to Italy for. An 

important point here is that the ‘de-fakezation’ that he undergoes here – the process through which 

the ‘authenticity’ of the strange encounter makes the white explorer less inauthentic - is obtained 

through a bodily experience (the physical bonding and working with Giovanni) and affective 

performance (the ‘pretty emotional and hard-core’ slaughter of the lamb).  

However, Jamie’s encounter with ‘authentic’, and ‘other’ Italy is not unproblematic, or 

without contradiction. Tension becomes apparent as Jamie cooks the lamb he slaughtered. Jamie 

wants to cook the lamb Tuscan style served with a vignole, a roman pea stew, but this is not a 

success - the dishes are too unfamiliar and do not respect the cooking tradition of the family; 

especially nona, the grandmother and primary responsible for the households cooking, is not 

impressed and even whispers ‘puzza’, (‘it stinks’) as she inspects Jamie’s lamb. Back in the camper, 

Jamie expresses his thoughts on the unflattering reception of his food: 

‘The funny thing is that if you take something like a vignole… you take that from Rome 

and you give it to someone in La Marche and not one of them had seen it before and 

they felt it was really peculiar. You know Italians are (pause) from what I can gather, 

and that’s why I’m here, that’s to learn from them (pause) I’m not sure (pause) they say 

it’s regional, but I think it’s almost more than that, you know, Italians like it like in their 

village, but also secretly I think they want it like their mum’s.‘   

Here, Jamie takes a more ambivalent position towards the authentic; although it’s several times 

stressed ‘that every Italian is in their blood to be a food expert’, he’s critical of the narrow-

mindedness and conservatism that accompanies this tradition-based food culture. The family wants 

nothing but their traditional cooking. On the other hand, Jamie wants to compose his individual 
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palette of various types of ‘authentic’ cuisines that he can ‘twist’ and ‘fusion’; he doesn’t 

understand that the people of La Marche do not share this ‘omnivorous’ approach to food (Johnston 

and Baumann) that is dominant in the ‘modern’ world, notably London, where authenticity can be 

conveyed through a chef-artists’ creative improvisation with ‘old’ ingredients and ‘traditional’ 

cooking styles (Johnston and Baumann 2010: 86). 

 

Re-authentisizing the Monks 

If the visit to la Marche was too ‘authentic’, then Jamie also encounters Italians who are not 

authentic enough. Most significant among these examples is his visit to an ancient monastery in 

Lazio, which is famous for having one of the oldest herb gardens in Italy. Jamie is very excited 

about this visit because ‘everyone knows that monks eat really. So much heavier the disappointment 

when he discovers that the old monks are living on a diet of fish fingers and canned minestrone 

soup, and the famous herb garden has vanished because the few monks left in the monastery do not 

have time to tend to it; to Jamie, these monks have betrayed their tradition and their reputation as 

caretakers of an historic, pre-industrial food institution. 

So, Jamie takes action to reauthentizise the monks and to re-convert them to his religion – 

cooking - by giving them lessons in cooking and restoration of the herb garden. After having 

organized a collective cooking session on a sunlit terrace outside the somber chambers of the 

monastery, Jamie turns the monastery’s culinary felix culpa to a miracle, as he describes it to the 

camera: ‘Have you noticed how they have all pepped up a gear, they have been so solemn and 

serious and then all of a sudden, you give them a bit of decent grab, they start cracking jokes. I’m 

chuffed, really, really chuffed.’ 

In this case, Jamie establishes himself as an authority able to – almost obliged to – point out 

‘lost authenticity’ where he finds it, and to restore things to an acceptable level of authenticity 

accordingly. It’s striking that the indicator of a successful restoration in this case is the spontaneous 

‘cracking jokes’ – indeed, the solemnity of the monks does not fit with Jamie’s conception of the 

Italian as being bodily driven by uncontrolled affect like Giovanni. 

As the above analyses show, both Jamie and Gordon have specific, but similar conceptions 

of what constitutes a truly exiting culinary encounter: untouchedness and untamedness mediated 

through bodily and affective experience. The untouched and untamed encounter is for both chefs 

defined as situations that are decisively non-British/non-western, and which are pre-modern, 

primitive and othering. In situations where the two chefs ‘feel’ that this has been infected by 
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western culture (the westerness of Bozo behavior) and modernity (the canned minestrone in the 

monastery), however, the excitement is replaced by disappointment; the strange encounter is thus 

always marked by instability – once the stranger dares to defy the specific strangeness assigned to 

or expected (but rarely concretely verbalized) of him by Gordon or Jamie, their strange encounter 

becomes disappointing, not exciting. The satisfying strange encounter for Jamie and Gordon, then, 

depends on a delicate and always uneasy spatial negotiation (Ahmed 2000: 24) – the stranger must 

simultaneously be near and recognizable in a certain, pre-defined way, but also far and different in 

an equally pre-defined way.  

 

Outro: Strange Culinary Encounters and the Re-Structuring of Social Hierarchies 

Indeed, it appears that both Jamie and Gordon - in their encounter with Indian and Italian cuisine - 

are performing acts of stranger fetishism by turning specific strangers into bearers of ‘authenticity’ 

and themselves into subjects who can evaluate this authenticity as well as distinguish between what 

is ‘too authentic’ and what is ‘not authentic enough’. At the same time, they take an ambivalent 

position towards culinary authenticity - as much as they are craving the encounter with these 

‘authentic’ cultures, they do not want to be limited by their traditionalism.  

In their discussion of the coexistence of these oppositional forces, however, Jamie and 

Gordon appear – as our analyses have shown – to remain within a discursive framework that is 

reminiscent of a colonial mind-set, which fetishizes the strange encounter as a gateway to an 

affective experience of authenticity. Also, the strange encounter functions for both celebrity chefs 

as a way of distinguishing themselves both from the strangers they meet, and from their (male) 

colleagues back home who haven’t ‘gone native’. 

If we return to the debate on western appropriation of ‘other’ food with this in mind, our 

analysis points out that there could be made a strong case for underlining that the travelogue 

cooking show genre does not form ‘intercultural connections’, but instead ‘builds on and reproduces 

certain neo-colonial inequalities’ (Johnston and Baumann 2010: 98). The two shows do not leave 

much room for the self-questioning that Heldke proposed as a way of resisting the colonial attitude 

(Heldke 2003: 171). This is also evident in how the two programs end with Jamie and Gordon’s 

final evaluations of their culinary encounters. Gordon’s final evaluation takes place in the closing 

sequence of the season, where he is to cook for a party of Indian foodies and celebrities in the 

famous Taj Mahal Hotel. Here, Gordon puts back on his chef’s uniform and challenges himself to 

put ‘all of his great escape adventure’ on to one plate; however, the plate ultimately resembles the 
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French inspired, high gastronomy of Gordon’s Michelin restaurant in London with neat and precise 

presentation which of course contrasts with what Gordon has hailed throughout his travels in India 

as the ‘authentic’ Indian cooking and presentation style. This indicates that Gordon’s project is 

perhaps not as he initially proclaims to learn how ‘curry should be made’, but rather to pick and 

choose in the Indian repertoire and elevate and adapt it to fit in to his own Eurocentric idea of haute 

cuisine. In this, he maintains an authoritative position for himself through his hierarchical 

distinction between Indian cooking and western cooking, where the untouched Indian cuisine needs 

to be touched by Gordon to achieve a quasi-equal status. 

Jamie’s escape is a long negotiation of the ‘authentic’ that ends, as we have seen, in a 

defense for the ‘open-minded’ British nation and a critique of narrow-minded Italian regionalism. 

So although he initially praises Italy and its people and cooking, he paradoxically ends up praising 

and appreciating British food culture, and, importantly, British people as omnivorous food 

consumers who aren’t tied to culinary tradition. In hailing the British as more open-minded and 

cosmopolitan, Jamie ultimately positions the British people and their food culture as being superior 

to the Italian food culture he once so idealized. In the end, his strange encounter has thus worked to 

re-affirm a social hierarchy in Jamie’s favor, and he can return home with a renewed sense of 

national pride.  
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